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My name is Takihara, President of Nisshin Seifun Group Inc.

Since being appointed President last June, I have focused on addressing food inflation, dealing

with the Australia flour milling business, and formulating a Medium-Term Management Plan

accordingly.

In addition, in October 2022, we announced a major impairment loss in our Australia flour milling

business. As President, I take the concerns of our shareholders and other stakeholders very

seriously. I will lead the entire Group to overcome this difficult situation and improve our business

performance while achieving our Medium-Term Management Plan.

In today’s presentation, I will explain our results for fiscal 2023 and forecasts for fiscal 2024, as

well as this year’s top priority measures to achieve the Medium-Term Management Plan. I would

like to give you a life-size understanding of the Nisshin Seifun Group’s present and future.
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Please see page 3.

First, I will explain our results for fiscal 2023 and the forecasts for fiscal 2024.
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Please see page 4.

This slide shows our results for fiscal 2023. We increased both sales and profits.

On the other hand, profit attributable to owners of the parent was in the red.

Net sales grew mainly due to price revisions made in response to rising raw material prices and a

favorable foreign exchange translation of overseas business earnings attributable to a weak yen. I

will explain operating profit for each business in the pages that follow.

Profit attributable to owners of the parent reflects the impact of the impairment loss booked in the

Australia flour milling business. We finished in the red, despite making progress in unwinding

cross-shareholdings.
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Please see page 5.

This is an evaluation of operating profit for each of our businesses.

Operating profit fell year-on-year in the processed food segment. We attribute this to price

revisions markedly lagging rising costs. In addition, we were weighed down by lower shipments of

bulk pharmaceuticals and start-up expenses in the India yeast business.

On the other hand, in the flour milling business, bran prices were firm in Japan, and overseas sales

grew year-on-year due to strong demand and prices in the U.S. and other countries.

Also contributing was the positive impact of a decrease in depreciation and amortization due to an

impairment loss on the Australia flour milling business.

The engineering and mesh cloth businesses were firm.

We are also revising prices in the processed food business and the yeast and biotechnology

business. With these price revisions in fiscal 2024, we will catch up to cost increases and make up

lost ground.
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Please see page 6.

This table shows the segment profit drivers for the evaluation of operating profit by each of the

businesses I have described.

Since each segment has a large positives and negatives for each factor, in fiscal 2024, we will

work to prevent the positive areas from becoming negative as much as possible and to turn the

negative areas into positive ones.



Please see page 7.

In fiscal 2024, we will aim to increase both sales and profits.

Profit attributable to owners of the parent was in the red in fiscal 2023, but our goal is to return to

the black by making a substantial recovery.
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Please see page 8.

The following are operating profit drivers by segment in fiscal 2024.

In the flour milling segment, we expect an increase in profit due to a recovery in the Australia

flour milling business, which has been an issue, a decrease in amortization burden of goodwill, etc.,

and the impact of adding Kumamoto Flour Milling Co., Ltd. to our consolidated earnings.

Furthermore, we will aim to achieve a significant increase in profits by steadily recovering

earnings in the processed food segment, which had a difficult year last year.

I believe these profits are fully achievable if each of our businesses steadily overcomes its

challenges and implements the top priority measures for fiscal 2024 that I will now explain.



Please see page 9.

For fiscal 2027, the final year of our Medium-Term Management Plan, we are targeting net sales

of 900 billion yen, operating profit of 48 billion yen, EPS of 110 yen, and an ROE of 7%.

The fiscal 2024 target that we presented when we announced our Medium-Term Management Plan

is also in line with operating profit in the earnings forecast that we have just released.

Although EPS and ROE forecasts for the fiscal 2024 are slightly below the targets of our Medium-

Term Management Plan, we believe we will be able to have these fully on target as we approach

fiscal 2027.
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Please see page 10.

These circle graphs show operating profit growth for overseas businesses under the Medium-Term

Management Plan.

In fiscal 2022, overseas businesses earned 3.9 billion yen, accounting for 13% of total consolidated

operating profit. But in fiscal 2023, overseas businesses earned nearly 10 billion yen, accounting

for 30%.

Our target for fiscal 2027, the final year of our Medium-Term Management Plan, is for overseas

businesses to achieve an operating profit of 18 billion yen and a 38% share of the total.

We intend to achieve this target by firmly implementing initiatives to improve the Australia flour

milling business and expanding the scale of the North America flour milling business. We also

look for a contribution to profits from the India yeast business and further expansion of locally

self-contained businesses in the processed food business.



Starting on page 11, I will explain the top priority measures we will be taking to achieve the

Medium-Term Management Plan.
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Please see page 12.

The five top priority measures are these four measures: Addressing Food Inflation, Recovery in the

Australia flour milling business, Environmental Policy, and Digital Strategy, plus the first basic

policy of the Medium-Term Management Plan, which is “Stimulating the Group’s ability to grow

by restructuring the business portfolio.”
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Please see page 13.

I will now explain “Stimulate the Group’s ability to grow by restructuring the business portfolio,”

a basic policy of the Medium-Term Management Plan.

In fiscal 2024, we will continue to closely examine how the Nisshin Seifun Group will grow, how

we will secure profits as a core business, and how we will invest in each business, including

growth businesses.

Investment projects will be implemented after confirming that the Group’s strengths can be

leveraged.

In our core businesses as well, we will continue to make the necessary investments in Japan, such

as the new Mizushima Plant and the acquisition of Kumamoto Flour Milling Co., Ltd., so core

businesses can continue to contribute as pillars of the Group’s earnings.

Furthermore, we will aggressively expand our business in growth areas after carefully confirming

investment risks. As one of these initiatives, we will proactively increase production capacity in

the U.S. flour milling business, where profit growth is expected.
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Please see page 14.

Kumamoto Flour Milling Co., Ltd., is one of the prominent companies in the industry. We expect

significant synergies for both companies now that it is a member of our Group. I visited

Kumamoto Flour Milling in April, had discussions with the president and other members of the

executive team, and saw the facilities. I was able to reconfirm that this is an excellent company

with great potential for growth.

In the Kyushu region, Kumamoto Flour Milling and our Group can strengthen our cost

competitiveness by collaborating where we each have an advantage.

Also, we expect significant growth in the medium term by incorporating into our Group

Kumamoto Flour Milling’s production know-how and sales capabilities for buckwheat flour and

rice flour, which our Group did not possess before.

In March, we held a groundbreaking ceremony for the new Mizushima Plant. We will put the

wisdom of our technology team to work on a completely cleared plot of land. We will incorporate

not only the technologies that our Group possesses, but also the world’s most advanced

technologies. This technological know-how will not be limited to the Mizushima Plant, but will be

deployed horizontally across the Group’s plants in Japan and worldwide, enabling us to maximize

economies of scale.
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Please see page 15.

In the U.S. flour milling business, optimal conditions continued in fiscal 2023 in all aspects of the

business, including sales and raw material procurement, and the business contributed significantly

to the Group earnings. The U.S. market also continues to face cost inflation, but has the deep

pockets to fully absorb it.

For fiscal 2024, we believe it will be difficult sustain this optimal situation to continue, so we have

budgeted for a decline in operating profit.

That said, we believe the U.S. is a promising market with good market growth prospects and feel it

is one where we can further demonstrate our strengths. Following the Los Angeles Plant expansion,

we have decided to implement a major expansion at our plant in Saginaw, Texas. We will capture

the growth potential of the U.S. market into the Group’s earnings.

I also visited the Saginaw Plant in February and met with the president and all the executives there,

all of whom were very positive.

We will work with those on the ground in the U.S. to minimize the magnitude of profit decline as

much as possible in fiscal 2024.



Please see page 16.

Profit fell in the processed food business in fiscal 2023 as a result of price revisions not keeping up

with cost inflation and lower shipments. But this year, we will catch up to cost increases through

price revisions and also effectively use price revisions to implement sales expansion measures to

recover earnings.

Also, during the Medium-Term Management Plan period, we will strengthen the commercial-use

and frozen foods businesses and achieve profit contributions from there.

Furthermore, while we have overseas manufacturing bases for products sold in Japan, we will also

expand local manufacturing and local sales to include those bases as well.
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Please see page 17.

The India yeast business began operations last August, and by the end of fiscal 2023, it had

captured about a 10% share of the Indian market.

We aim to achieve a 30% share of the Indian market during the period of the Medium-Term

Management Plan. We will proceed with initiatives to capture approximately 20% of the market

by the end of fiscal 2024, thereby contributing to profits.

I visited our India yeast business last December and met with local executives and their customers

who use yeast. I confirmed the market is expected to continue to grow significantly in tandem with

the world’s largest population.

We are also expanding sales to major bakeries and restaurant chains, and I will work closely with

the president of Oriental Yeast Co., Ltd. to keep this business firmly on track.
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Please see page 18.

Among our domestic businesses, we anticipate the strongest growth from the prepared dishes and

other prepared foods business.

The market has grown by approximately 20% just in the past decade and will continue to expand

as the externalization of food progresses.

The significance of the Group’s involvement in this business is that it can apply the automation

technology it has cultivated to date in this labor-intensive business. Also, it can improve quality

and achieve differentiation through the results of its R&D.

We also believe we can contribute to the expansion of sales of the Group as a whole, backed by

our capability to develop flour, premixes, pasta, and other food products through collaboration

among our flour milling and processed food businesses.

In fact, I personally have visited a number of plants making prepared dishes since becoming

President, and I am convinced that this will be achieved. I will work closely with the presidents of

prepared dishes and other prepared foods companies to achieve results in this area, and I will also

take the lead in expanding this area.
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Please see page 19.

The Japanese government’s selling price for wheat was left unchanged last October. Wheat prices

were raised in April 2023, although measures were taken to ease the drastic change. Our measures

to address food inflation will continue in fiscal 2024.

Including the increase in wheat costs, businesses that did not keep up in passing costs through to

prices in fiscal 2023 will be able to have their prices catch up to cost increases and secure their

earnings base.

Looking out over a two-year period, we will implement price revisions in line with costs, but since

profits were negative in fiscal 2023, we believe this will have a positive effect in fiscal 2024.



Please see page 20.

While implementing price revisions in the processed food business, we will expand sales by

developing and launch new products that meet diverse needs such as the environment, entry to

new genres, high value-added, and good value for money.
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Furthermore, as shown on page 21, we will promote sales through advertising and promotional

measures linked to product strategies.
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Please see page 22.

Regarding the recovery of the Australia flour milling business, we explained in our Medium-Term

Management Plan that we will firmly achieve an earnings recovery following the impairment loss

was recorded in October 2022. We are focusing all our efforts to address this.

We have announced a target increase for profit improvement for fiscal 2024 and fiscal 2027 for the

Australia flour milling business. In my opinion, this is achievable if we do our best both locally

and in Japan.

I visited the Australia business during the May Golden Week holidays, met with all senior

executives, and confirmed with them that we will first firmly achieve our budget for fiscal 2024.

Although the business environment remains challenging, we believe we have laid the groundwork

for improvement through price revisions, productivity improvements, and other initiatives.
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Please see page 23.

Let me now turn to our environmental policy. Companies that do not take environmental issues

seriously will be harshly evaluated as not fulfilling their social responsibilities, regardless of

profitable they may be.

The near-term target set and announced by our Group is a 50% reduction in CO₂ emissions by

2030 compared to fiscal 2014. We are following a roadmap for this, but it cannot be achieved

unless investments are made and management resources allocated every year from now on in a

planned manner. In this light, initiatives in fiscal 2024 will be very important.

We are also studying the introduction of renewable energy facilities not only on our own, but also

in collaboration with companies with expertise in the environmental field.



Please see page 24.

Lastly, I will discuss our digital strategy. There is a risk that the relative quality of the digital

strategy will transform the competitive advantage of each business in the industry up to that point.

Conversely, by embracing a digital strategy, companies can widen the distance between them and

their industry peers.

In fiscal 2024, we intend to apply our digital strategy to achieve concrete results in improving the

efficiency of the entire value chain, including production and sales.
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Our ESG initiatives are explained from page 25.
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Please see page 26.

Let me now explain our capital policy.

I believe since we are a business that deals with food staples, we should have some financial

stability. That said, I do not think we need to accumulate any more cash.

Cashflow from operations and cash obtained from asset sales and other sources during the period

of the Medium-Term Management Plan will be used fully in investments and shareholder returns.

As I have explained, we will continue to aggressively invest in fiscal 2024, and within that

spending we will also focus on advancing environmental and digital investments.
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Please see page 27.

At our briefing last October, we reported that we began to study and started implementing 1)

management with a focus on the cost of capital and 2) specific measures for clarifying investments.

The following is an explanation of the content.

As a measure of capital efficiency, the Group will focus on confirming ROIC. ROIC for each

business will be confirmed every six months in the path toward improvement.

We will also improve ROIC in each business, taking into account capital costs.

The initiatives described here are those that have been undertaken by the Group in the past. They

will be discussed again at the Group Management Committee and will be promoted with the

consensus of the presidents of each company.

In particular, as I explained earlier, we will accelerate investment in growth, so we will again

discuss and confirm investments at meetings of the Board of Directors and the Group Management

Meeting to ensure that they are made with a focus on the cost of capital.
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Please see page 28.

As for the reduction of cross-shareholdings, we sold about 30 billion yen of shares in fiscal 2023.

Although we did not disclose this information externally, this is the level we had envisioned

unwinding over the five years of our Medium-Term Management Plan.

We plan to continue to reduce our cross-shareholdings, while will also assessing the impact on the

bottom line and hope to proceed at cruising speed from fiscal 2024 onward.



Please see page 29.

Amid the severe environment of food inflation and the large impairment losses, we have stated in

our Medium-Term Management Plan that we will consider and implement dividend increases with

an eye to timing, although we were unable to meet our aim of consecutive dividend increases.

Although the bottom line for fiscal 2023 was a loss, we believed it was possible to increase the

dividend based on the initiatives of the past year and decided to increase the dividend by 1 yen per

share for the fiscal year ended March 2023. We would also like to increase the dividend by another

1 yen per share for the fiscal year ending March 2024, by surely achieving our earnings forecasts.
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Please see page 30.

As the weighting of the prepared dishes and other prepared foods business has increased in the

Group, we believe the human capital management of this business is also important.

In terms of labor costs, we will firmly address initiatives to improve hourly productivity. Tokatsu

Foods Co., Ltd., the largest company in the prepared dishes and other prepared foods business, has

made solid improvements every year.

In addition, to accommodate an increasingly diverse workforce, including foreign nationals, we are

striving to create a comfortable work environment as described in the slide.

We need to focus more on this initiative and will discuss it thoroughly internally as we move

forward.
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Page 31 lists our medium- and long-term environmental targets and our progress toward achieving

them.

That is all for my presentation.

Thank you very much for your attention.
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